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Abstract. This paper proposes a framework for the integration of the algebra
of communicating processes (ACP) and the algebra of flownomials (AF). Ba-
sically, this means to combine axiomatisations of parallel and looping opera-
tors. To this end a model of process graphs with multiple entries and exits is
introduced. In this model the usual operations of both algebras are defined, e.g.
alternative composition, sequential composition, feedback, parallel composi-
tion, left merge, communication merge, encapsulation, etc. The main results

consist of correct and complete axiomatisations for process graphs modulo iso-
morphism and modulo bisimulation.

1 Introduction

This paper proposes a framework to integrate the algebra of communicating processes (ACP)
and the algebra of flownomials (AF). Basically, this means to combine axiomatisations of par-
allel and looping operators.

There are three axiomatized looping operations that may be combined with the existing
process algebra: Kleene's star "*" (repetition [17]) used in regular algebra, Elgot's dagger "f"
(iteration [14]) used in iteration theories, or uparrow "f" (feedback [23]) used in the algebra
of flownomials. A study of process algebra with an iteration operation (originally Kleene's
binary star operator) has already been presented in [5]. Here we combine process algebra with
the feedback operation.

Our goal is to define a process algebra in which all operators of ACP [6] are present as
well as feedback, the key iteration construct of flowchart theories. To this end we combine
the results of [2], [8] and various other results on flowchart theories [11, 13, 14, 16, 22, 23].
Like in flowchart schemes [23] feedback and alternative composition " " suffice to express
all finite state systems. (Actually, " " is a mixture of disjoint sum "0", left-composition
with converses of functions and rightcomposition with functions.) In fact alternative com-
position and feedback allow the construction of normal forms for transition systems modulo
isomorphism. A similar result on undirected networks is presented in [21], an approach that
simplifies the earlier algebra of flow graphs of Milner [18].

*An extended abstract of this paper has been presented at FCT'95 conference in Dresden and has
been published in its proceedings [9].
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38 J.A. Bergstra and Gh. $tefdnesculProcesses with Multiple Entries and Exits

Technically we depart from the graph isomorphism model for the operators of ACP that
was outlined in [2]. This model is adapted to allow for process graphs with multiple entry
states and multiple exit states. Then the feedback operator is introduced. For technical reasons
renaming operators for entry and exit states are needed. As the name indicates, entries and
exits are just a particular kind of states. A port is either an entry state or an exit state. We will
need a naming mechanism for ports.

The main features of this model are:
1) The process graphs have multiple entry states and multiple exit states. This feature dras-

tically increases the expressive power of the algebra. All finite state processes are represented
by closed terms built up from atomic actions and some constants by using two operations
only, i.e., alternative composition and feedback. Moreover, almost all process graphs are rep-
resented. To be precise: (i) in the case witout c (i.e., without empty transitions) all process
graphs with no incoming edges into the entry states, no outgoing edges from the exit states
and such that no entry state is an exit state are represented; (ii) if is allowed, then all process
graphs are represented.

2) In this model the operations are totally defined by providing a default system of working
in the case the types do not agree. For instance, seqential composition is defined in the case
the outputs of the first process graph do not match the inputs of the second one.

3) There are two options regarding the naming mechanism for ports: (i) to use an arbitrary
set of port names and renamings on them or (ii) to order the entry (resp. exit) ports and to use
inplicitely the first natural numbers as names for them; then one may use an explicit algebra
for the represention of the finite relations and it may model the renamings bycomposition with
appropriate relations. In the presentation below we will use the first variant which gives more
freedom (because it is more abstract) and which is perhaps easier to understand. The second
version may be more suited for implementations, however.

4) The main results presented here are for the model without c steps. The loss of expres-
sivity is small in the case of cyclic processes, as we already mention. However, in the acyclic
case not all acyclic processes may be represented by using alternative and sequential composi-
tion, only. This c-free case also generates some complications in the definition of bisimulation
which requires an explicit splitting operator.

Besides the value of the model itself, the main results of the paper are: certain expresive-
ness results (already mentioned), a correct and complete axiomatisation of process graphs
modulo isomorphism, and a correct and complete axiomatisation of process graphs modulo
bisimulation.

2 Process graphs modulo isomorphism

In this section the model of process graphs with multiple entry states and multiple exit states
is introduced. Various operations on such process graphs are defined. Some expressivity re-
sults and an axiomatisation theorem for such process graphs modulo graph isomorphism are
provided.

2.1 Process graphs

This subsection is devoted to the introduction of basic process graphs definitions. Before giv-
ing them, a few notational conventions are fixed:

- V denotes a set of states names with typical elements p, q, r, s, t, u, v. We need that V
is closed under taking ordered pairs and we assume an injective coding >-<: V x V -4 V is

E

.
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given. The inverse (partially defined) function is denoted by V * V x V.
A denotes a set of atomic actions with typical elements a,b, c, d, e.
"o" is a polymorphic notaion for a relational composition of relations (an instance of

relational join operator). That is, if R C A1 x x Am is an m-ary relation and S C B1 x
x B is an n-ary relation for some m, n > 2, then RoS C Alx ...X Am_i X B2 . . . B

is the m + n 2 relation defined by

R S = {(xi, zmit y2, IN) I az E Amfl B1
(xi, , z) E R and (z, y2, , Yn) E S}

Notice that in the case of binary relations the present definition is equivalent to the usual defi-
nition of composition, but it is written in the diagramatic order and it is slightly extended (the
requirement that Am = B1 is dropped).

I dA denotes the identity relation on a set A (i.e., I dA = {(x, x) I x E
OIA denotes the restriction of a function to a subset A of the domain of definition.

We write f U g for the union of two functions; if the definition domains are disjoint,
then the union is a function, as well.

Definition 2.1 (process graphs with multiple entries and multiple exits) Given finite subsets

I , S, 0 of V a process graph of type I 0 is P = E,1, 0,,) where:

sn (Iuo)
E is a finite set

a, 0, are functions: a, : E I u s, :E>OUS, LE> A 0

The meaning of these data is the following. Elements of I S and 0 are called respectively,
entry states, exit states, and internal states of P. The set E specifies the edges (transitions).
The values 02(e), age), and t(e) give respectively the source state, the target state and the
label of an edge e.

Notice that a process graph obeys the following restriction: "an entry state has no incoming
edges, an exit state has no outgoing edges and an entry state is not an exit state (however, an
entry state and an exit state may share the same name)". Conversely, all transition diagrams
with distinguished entry and exit states and fullfilling the above condition are "process graphs"
according to the given definition.

A process graph P = E,1, : I 2-94 o may also be specified by using the transition
(ternary) relation

T C (I U S) x A x (0 U S)

consisting of the transitions (a; (e), t(e), age)) (often written ai(e) Le4 a(e)), for e E E.
There are two possibilities here: (i) to allow for multiple edges with the same label between
two vertices (in such a case the transition relations consists of multisets of transitions) or (ii) to
avoid such a possibility (in that case the transition relations are simply given by sets of transi-
tions). For the sake of simplicity we treat the later case. Hoever, the result in Theorem 2.9 on
the axiomatisation of process graphs modulo isomorphism may be easily extended to the first
case. Actually only axiom A6 of Table 1 has to be dropped and one gets an axiomatisation for
the former case.
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Figure 1: Process graphs

Definition 2.2 Let P : I 5-4 0, P' : I 0 be two process graphs and T, T' their
associated transition relations, respectively. A bijection : S S' is called an isomorphism
if

(Id1 u .0) o T' = T o (I do U 4')

Example 2.3 In the graphical representation of the processes, an internal state is represented
by a filled (black) circle, an entry state by an open circle with a short incoming arrow, and an
exit state by an open circle with a short outgoing arrow.

An example is given in Figure 1. The process graph correspondingto the expression P =
atiL aqui' avu:, 0 at?, 0 avg'2 is illustrated in (a). The process graph corresponding to Q =
P fuu,,r, is illustrated in (c), with an intermediary step shown in (b). The way to associate
graphical representation to process expressions will be explained in the next subsection. Q
is particularly interesting since it cannot be represented without feedback, i.e. using atomic
actions, constants, alternative and sequential composition, only; see Subsection 2.3 below. 0

2.2 Operations on process graphs

In this subsection the operations on process graphs are introduced. They are defined on pro-
cess graphs modulo isomorphism.

1. Atomic actions: a, for a E A, p,q E V
az4 = (ai, {*}, 1, : {p} 24 {q}, where ai(*) = p, i(*) = a, ao(*) = q.
An illustration is given in Figure 2.

2. Empty processes: 0, IP, Tp
0 = (0,0,0,0) : 0 -14 0, JP = (0, 0, 0,0) : {p} 0,
Tq = (0,0,0,0) : 0 --°-+ {q}

Illustrations are given in Figure 2.
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aP = I a 0 =

Tq

_LP

Figure 2: Atomic actions and constants
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Figure 3: Alternative composition

3. Alternative composition:

Let P = f, ao) : 5:4 o and P = (01,, E' t' , (3'0) : I' 0' be given. Assume
Sn(PuS'u0')=0, S'n(IuSuO)= and E n = O. Then

POQ=(Aug, tu1',80udo):IuP540u0'

Effect: Union on entry states, union on exit states and disjoint union on all other com-

ponents.

Recall that the operations are defined on classes of isomorphic process graphs. Hence,

we always may rename the internal states of a process in order to meet the condition in

this definition. Consequently, is a totally defined operation.

An example is shown in Figure 3. Both graphs use q as a name of an entry state. Hence,

there is one state q of the resulting graph which collects the outgoing transitions from
both components. Similarly with the exit states named by r. On the other hand, s is

a name for internal states in both graphs, but the corresponding internal states are not

identified in the resulting graph.

4. Feedback:

Let P = (A, E, f, ao) : I -J-+ 0 be given.

Case p 0 I and q 0: Then P = P.

Case p E I and q 0: Then P E, f, a.)
S*1
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=
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Figure 4: Feedback

The case p j1 I and q E 0 is similar.

Case p E / and q E 0: Take a fresh r (not in/UOUS) and define

P = (Id(I-{})us u {09, O}), E, 1, .90 0 (Id(o_opus u {(q, O})) :

Sl.4)

Effect: If there are an entry state p and an exit state q, then they are identified as a unique
new internal state r. If q does not appear as an exit state and p appears as an entry state,
then the effect is that p becomes an internal state. Similarly if p does not appear as an
entry state and q appears as an exit state. Finally, if bothp and q do not appear at all,
then the result of the feedback is P itself.

Some examples are shown in Figure 4.

5. Renaming port names: a, t>

Let 0 : V V be a renaming function and P = E, f,ao) : o. Taking an
isomorphic representation for P we may assume that S n (0(I) U 0(0)) = 0. Then:

and

0 4 P = (8 0 (01, u Ids), E, t, ao) : 0(I) 0

P = (aj, E, 1, a. o (Olo U Ids)) : I -4 0(0)

Effect: Rename the entry (resp. exit) states by using 0 and identify the entry (resp. the
exit) states that becomes equal.

An example of a renaming for the exit states is given in Figure 5.

Notations: In order to simplify the definitions that follows, we still introduce a few additional
notational conventions.

For I = ,p} and 0 = . . , q} we define

:= IP' ... 1Pm, To := T,, ... T , 4 := 0

Moreover, SP abbreviates

P r

a

sT

tf; (8 0

I {p} 0 {q}

> (Oi, 1

(ph

11 0 11

b(p}
(q}

3

=

0 0

4

s7
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=,

E4

P
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where 0(s) = = t

q (t)

a\ VIy

a\ap/b

Figure 5: Renaming

It is meaningful (up to isomorphism) to introduce the constants

1(1) := OT. r E V and 1(m) = 7_11. (1), m E IN

Up to isomorphism I(m) is (0, 0, 0, 0) : 0 0, for an S with m elements.
Let A, B c V be such that A n B = {ph . . pk} , A B = {91, qm} and B A =

Then

P = P gq%, Tqq7 trr;

where q, . . . , , ri, . . , r are fresh variables. (Notice that this convention works on graphs

modulo isomorphism.)
Let P = (0 E , 1, ao) : I -14 0 and E' C E be given. The restriction of P to E is

:= E', (9.1E) I -L9-> 0

Now we may continue the presentation of the definitions of the process graph operators.

6. Sequential composition: 0

Let P : I 0 and P' : I' s-1+ 0' be given. Take a bijective renaming q such that
0(0 U I') contains fresh names only. Then define:

P = RP ' 0) (0 <I P')] lovj

Effect: Sequential composition. Notice that all the exit states of P (resp. all the entry
states of Q) that have no correspondent entry state of Q (resp. exit state of P) are hidden.

An example is given in Figure 6.

7. Parallel composition: II

Assume y:AxA A is a (partial) communication function; dom(y) denotes its
domain of definition.

I) First, we define II for processes P : I 0 with I n 0 = 0.

q (to p
a\ \d

c\ c' t>
II -1

al a lb
sT

El>

frt, , 7'0.

t1;: tr:7,
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14 4

qT sT

4 4
q.

Figure 6: Sequential composition

Let P = (A, E, t, 00) : I 0 and P' = E' , , 8'0) 0' be two such
processes. Denote E = {(e, e') E E x E' I (1(e), l'(e')) E dom(ry)}.
Define

, (Itisuo)x(rus,u(Y)-(I xruo x(Y)P P'. (al , E',11,8!) : I x x 0'
where

= ((a, x u A x Idrus'uo, U Idlusuo X a) >_<
E1 = u (I' u S' u (I U S U 0) x E'

= (I x 1')IE o U pr1 o U pr2 o e
a! = x 8'0) U ao X Idrus,uo, U Iritusuo X 81°) o><

and pr, (resp. pr2) denotes the 1st (resp. the 2nd) projection.

2) In general, if P : I "--5-4 0 and P' : I' -4 0' are two arbitrary graphs, then take two
bijective renaming functions 0 and 0 such that 0(0)n(IuS) = 0 and (0')n(I'uS') =
0. Define

P P' = RP > (k) II (P' >IP)] (><-1 o(46-1 0-1)° ><)

This complication is generated by the fact that all the states in a process are coupled to
the states of the other process. This may create confusion when certain entry and exit
states in a process share a common name. For this reason certain auxiliary renaming
functions are necessary.

Effect: Parallel composition, i.e. P II P's performs a transition from P, or a transition
from P', or a communicating action corresponding to a pair of transitions (one from P
and one from P'), if possible.

Notice that, in general, P II P' is (8?, E', where E' and 11 are as in the first
case above and a? (resp. 8!) is obtained by composing al (resp. a!) with appropriate
bijective renamings.

An example is shown in Figure 7. In order to avoid the spelling of the labels for all
the components in the resulting graph PI IP' we use some conventions: (a) The coding

bl 0

(a ' : I'

aaly

((a.

II t> x

,

av
su rle

61
a

(11\1
g

t'

11

al

4 4
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(.,6)
l._ C Co y = t(x,t)

8)

(x,5)
(x,4) (x,u) y = u

)

(x,y) (r,y) (3,y)

= P
(Ls)) (s,n)

X=P x=r x=v x=s

P'

y =

y = s

The communication function is undefined, except for the pairs {(1, 8), (2, 5), (3, 4))

Figure 7: Parallel composition

function >< is not explicitely stated. The final result is obtained by applying >< to all
the states of the graph P" in Figure 7 which are pairs of states of P and P'. (b) The graph
P" contains one horizontal slice copy of P for each state in P'. The components of this
slice are denoted by (x, y), for y E fp, u, t, w, sl. They are explicitely mentioned in the
figure only for the leftmost slice, where x = p. (c) P" contains one vertical slice copy
of P' for each state in P. The components of this slice are denoted by (x, y), for x E
{p, rn, s}. They are mentioned in the figure only for the bottom slice, where y = p. (d)
Finally, P" contains communicating actions which are represented by double arrows. In
the case of Figure 7 there are 3 such actions with labels in {7(1, 8), 7(2, 5), 7(3, 4)}.

8. Left merge: U_

Let P, P' be given and P H = (a?, El , , a?,) be constructed as above. Denote
f(e,e') E E I at(e) E and a:(e') E 1'1 u f(r,e') E I x E' I E IT Then

P = (P 11111E1\El

Effect: As in P II P', but the outgoing transitions from an entry state are only from P.

i A--0- -IN-(2,)

-
(v,Y)

P' 11

= I 81,(e)

;

Pt t
11

=

s

/

IL P
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9. Communication merge: I

Take Ec = {(e, r') EExPI (e) E /1 U {(r, e') E I x E' I ffi(e') E PI. where the
notations in the definition of parallel composition are used. Then

P = (P II

Effect: As in P II P', but the outgoing transitions from an entry state are communicating
actions only.

10. Encapsulation: ai,

Let a subset H C A and a process P = E,1, a.) :
le E E I f(e) HI. Then

PlEA_H

Effect: All the transitions with label in H are deleted.

I 0 be given. Let EAH =

2.3 Expressivity of the process graph operators

A few expressivity results regarding the process graph operations are presented here for the
parallel-free syntax.

Theorem 2.4 1) All finite process graphs with multiple entry states and multiple exit states
may be obtained up to isomorphism from atomic actions and constants in 0, 1, T by alter-
native composition and feedback only.

2) There are finite acyclic process graphs that isomorphis copies obtained from atomic
actions and constants in 0, 1, T by alternative and sequential composition, only.

Proof: 1) Suppose P : I 0 is given. Let ((Li),' , . . . , (ak) be all the edges of P with the
corresponding source and target state name. Let I' C I, 0' C 0 and S' C S be the sets of all
the states in P without both incoming or outgoing edges. Finally, assume S = T.}
Then

(*) P = R 0 pEr IP) 0 ( gEaTq) 0 ( 0 rEs'S;) 0 (ai) 0 . . . 0 (ak)Z trr:

2) Let H : {pi, p2} q2} be the acyclic process graph given by the transitions
p1 u , p2 v q2, u v Actually the corresponding graph has been
drawn in Figure 1.

H cannot be represented from atomic actions and constants using alternative and sequen-
tial composition only. First, it is clear that H cannot be written as a sum P 0 Q with both P
and Q nonempty. Next, suppose H is written as a composite P 0 Q. Then u cannot be an in-
ternal state in P. (If so, then qi would also be a state of P and could not be an exit state of the
composite P 0 Q; contradiction.) Hence u E o(P). It follows that transition u v cannot
be in P. Similarly, transition u v cannot be in Q. From this impossibility it follows that
H cannot be written as a composite of two process graphs either and the theorem is proved. 0

(0

IMP) =

s--+

{ , ,

.3) ... Tr"r
{ qi,
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2.4 Axiomatising process graphs modulo isomorphism

In this section we provide an axiomatisation for process graphs modulo graph isomorphism.
One may state two versions of the result, according to whether the transitions form a set or a
multiset. For simplicity we present the proof for the former case. In the case of multisets of
transitions the proof is similar and an axiomatisation may be given using the axioms in Table 1
with axiom A6 removed.

Let Exp(Act,Const; 0 , t, a, D.) be the set of expressions constructed from atomic actions
and constants using alternative composition, feedback and renamings. Define three functions

o : Exp V and s : Exp IN giving respectively, the set of entry states, the set of exit
states and the number of the internal states. Formally they are defined as follows:

i(q) = {p}, o(a) = {q}, s(a) = 0;

i(1P) = {p}, o(1P) = 0, s(_LP) = 0;

= 0, o(Tp) = {p}, s(T p) = 0;

i(0) = o(0) = 0, s(0) = 0;

i(P Q) = i(P) U i(Q), o(P Q) = o(P) U o(Q), s(P Q) s(P) U s(Q);

i(P tfi) = i(P) {p}, o(P t) = o(P) {q},
s(P = "if p 0 i(P) and q o(P) then s(P) else s(P) + 1";

i(P = i(P), o(P I> (0) = 0(o(P)), s(P t> 0) = s(P);

40 P) = 0(i(P)), o(0 P) o(P), s(0 P) = s(P).

The axiomatisation is given in Table 1. The following notations are used in some axioms:

[q1p](x) = "if x = p then q else x"

0IAI(x) = "if x E A then x else 0(x)"

The proof of the correctness of the axiomatisation in Table 1 may be done by means of
straightforward verifications. As usual, for the completeness part a normal form should be
detected such that every expression may be brought to the normal form via the axioms. In
addition, the equivalent normal forms should be connected via the axioms, too.

A first step in the completeness proof is the introduction of an intermediary form for ex-
pressions. We say an expression is in a prenormal form if it is of the following form:

(fi 0 fa) . it with fi of type IP, T,ora, for all i

Lemma 2.5 Every expression may be brought to a prenormal form via the axioms in Table I.

Proof: The constants are in prenormal form. For operations, it suffices to show that the re-
sult of an operation may be brought to a prenormal form via the given axioms whenever the
arguments are prenormal form expressions.

1) For 1. it is clear: if E is in a prenormal form, then E tf, is in a prenormal form, too.
2) For L>: We prove by induction on k that if E is a prenormal form with k feedbacks, then

E 0 may be brought to a prenormal form. For k = 0 it is obvious.

4
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i(T)
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Table 1: Axioms for graph isomorphism

Al. f (g 0 h) = (f g)* h
A2. f Og = g (1> f
A3. f 00 = f
A4. f IP = f if p E i(f)
A5. f 0 Tq = f if q E o(f)
A6 101 = f
Fl. f 1 1-'; f -1-'; 1 ifprandqs
F2. f t& f if p cl i(f) and q V o(f)
FAL f EH (g 1) (f 0 g) 1 if p V i(f) and q V o(f)
FA2. (f 0 .IP) 1q4 f 11: if q E o(f)
FA3. (f 0 Tq) 1 f 1 24 if p E i(f)

R. 95'1(f 1>IP) = (cbif)>0
R10. et > 0

q
= ai:k(q) iM. q a5 a & 4(P)

R20. _LP > 0 = _LP R2'. (/) a IP = 14(P)
R30. Tq > 4, = To(g) R3i. 01 Tq = Tq
R40. 0 > q1 = 0 R4i. 0 0 = 0
RA0. (f 0 g)t> 0 = (f > 0) O (gi > 0) RA'. 01(f 0 g) = (0 a f) 0 (0.1g)
RFlo. (f MD. 0 = (f c. 0110)1

if q V 0(o(f) {g})
RFli. 0 4 (f tfi) = (011/3/1 ° f) 1

if 13 V 0(i(f) {P})
RF20. f 1 = (f [s/g])11.;

if s V o(f)
RFT. f 1 = ([71p] 4 f)

if r V i(f)

Suppose it holds for all j < k and assume E = (fi ... In) t is a prenor-
mal form with k feedbacks. Take a fresh q (not in o(E) u . . , U 0(o(E) U

fqi, , 9k--11)). Then by RF20 and RF10,

E = 0 In) Tfi: 1,0

= «(.fi 0 ... In) n nc_-_) [q1k/qk]) t (>0

= ((fi 4> MI; ti; E>Wk/ %Jr> Owl)

The statement follows from the inductive hypothesis.
3) Similarly for a.
Consequently, all renamings may be shifted to act on atomic actions and constants and

then they may be eliminated using the axioms R10-R40 and R1i-R4i
4) For 0 : Assume E and E' are in prenormal form, say E = ... 0 In)

and E' = (f 0 . . . 0 K,) fPq: kk:. The axioms of type RF2 and the properties proved
in 2) and 3) above show that p'i, . , Ac, i(E), qii, . . . , q, o(E) and pi, , Pk 0 i(E') U

, qk o(E') U . . . , 41. Then by FA1 and A2

E 0 E' = (E 0 f; 0 . . . f;) 1 . . .

... tfi:
fqi,

.

.(f . . . tf,:

14:,";

(J10 tfi: n:
.

... ql,

I";

.

...
. .

, p'k,} , . .

=
=

=_

=

t;

..

Jr
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= (fi fn. f1 f:v)

Hence every expression may be brought to a prenormal form via the axioms in Table 1. 0

Next we pass to normal form expressions.

Definition 2.6 We say an expression E is in a normal form if it is of the following type

where

( I) a = _LP 0 T01 0 gm), for some P C i(E), 0' C o(E) and m <

(2) 13 = 0;1_, a;:;

(3) i(a) n i(o) = 0, o(a) n o(/3) = 0;

(4) there are no unused feedbacks, i.e.

- . , pk are all distinct

- for each feedback V, i E [n], there exists either a term ar
or a term a1)r in #

,

(5) does not contains two equal terms

Lemma 2.7 Every expression E may be brought to a normal form via the axioms in Table I.

Proof: By the above lemma we may suppose E is in a prenormal form. The sum may contain
several terms IP that may be eliminated by the following rule:

a) Eliminate a term fi = IP if either

- there exists another term fi = (j i) or fi = a (use axiom A4) or

- there exists a term h = a; or fi = T, in the sum and a feedback -II (use axiom AF2)

b) Similarly for T.

Repeat these reductions as long as possible. Finally we get a prenormal form such that:

- for each term IP (resp. TO of the sum there is no other term t in the sum such that
p E i(t) (resp. q E o(t));

- for each term IP (resp. Tq) that is in the scope of a feedback n there is no term t in the
sum such that q E o(t) (resp. p E i(t)).

The next step is to move all the feedbacks that apply to IP or Tp terms near that terms and
then to replace the resulting terms by op Tr, 1(1)), for esthetical reasons.

Finally a normal form is obtained by eliminating the unused feedbacks (cf. axiom F2) and
replacing the feedbacks n by 11: for certain fresh names r (this transformation is allowed by
RF2 and F1). 0

4?) TP,:: tPq:::

(a /3) tr,; 1:

Pi,

/3 0

_LP

(=

s(E);

° It

0
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Lemma 2.8 (uniqueness of the normal form)
( I) The normal form associated to a process graph has a unique empty part a, a unique

transition part 13 and a unique feedback part up to commutations of terms, permutations of
feedbacks and bijective renamings of feedback ports.

(2) Two normal forms that represent the same graph may be proved equivalent via the
axioms.

Proof: All the components of a normal form are uniquely determined by the corresponding
process graph as follows:

- I' of 1/' is the set of the entry states without outgoing edges;

- 0' of To, is the set of the exit states without incoming edges;

- m of I (m) is the number of the internal states without both incoming or outgoing edges;

- k is the number of the internal states having at least an incoming or an outgoing edge;

- the terms in are in a bijective correspondence to the edges of the graph.

By axioms A2, Fl and RF2 one may pass from a normal form to another one that represents
the same graph. 0

Theorem 2.9 The axioms in Table I are correct and complete for finite process graphs mod-
ulo graph isomorphism.

Proof: The correctness is obvious; it may be checked by means of straightforward verifi-
cations. The completeness part follows by the above lemmas.

3 Process graphs modulo bisimulation

In this section we show that the algebra of (strongly) bisimilar processes may be easily intro-
duced and studied on top of the algebra of isomorphic process graphs.

3.1 Simulation and bisimulation

In this subsection we provide two different formal ways to define the bisimulation equivalence
on process graphs. One definition is a relational algebra formalisation of the usual bisimula-
tion definition. The second equivalent definition is an adaptation of the definition of the stan-
dard flowchart scheme equivalence is terms bf simulation via functions.

Simulation is a standard notion of graph homomorphism that has been used in the study of
flow diagram programs (see, e.g. [15, 16, 22]). Bisimulation is an equivalence on transition
systems introduced by Park [20] in connection with Milner's work on concurrency [19]. In [8]
it is shown that bisimulation is the equivalence relation generated by simulation via functions.
The proof in [8] uses a translation between flowchart schemes and process graphs. Another
direct and much simpler proof of this fact is given in [10] using transition systems and simple
rules of the calculus of relations, only.

)3

0

!'

11

,

7
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Definition 3.1 (simulation and bisimulation) Assume P : I --14 0, P' : I -L 0 are two
process graphs and T, T' are the associated transition relations, respectively.

We say P and P' are similar via a function 0 : S S' and write P P' if

0) oT' = To (Ido U 0)

We say P and P' are bisimilar via a relation pCSx S' and write P P' if

(I dr U p) o T' C T o (Ido U p)
(I d Li p-1.) o T C T' o (I do u p-1)

Notice that simulation is a transitive, but not a symmetric relation, whilst bisimulation
44 is an equivalence relation. This may be seen as an advantage of the direct bisimulation defi-

nition. On the other hand, in the formal version of the definitions above, the simulation defini-

tion uses an equality relation, while the bisimulation is defined by two inequalities. This may

be seen as an advantage of the simulation-based definition of bisimulation leading to equa-

tional logic reasoning.

Theorem 3.2 (cf HOD Bisimulation is the equivalence relation generated by simulation via

functions. More precise: 44 = 0 where < denotes the converse of 0

There are two main steps in the proof of this theorem. The first observation is that simu-
lation via a function coincides with bisimulation via a function. Then, in order to pass from

bisimilar process graphs to chains of similar ones it is necessary to have a characterizationof
bisimulation via arbitrary relations in terms of bisimulation via functions. An interpolation re-
sult solves the problem by the construction of a common refinement of two bisimilar process
graphs which is functionally bisimilar to each of them.

Another possibility may be to use the minimal process graphs. Actually, simulation is an
useful tool to speak about minimization. A direct simulation via a surjective functions mod-
els identification of states with the same behaviour and the converse of a simulation via an
injective function models the deletion of nonaccessible parts.

3.2 Axiomatising strongly bisimilar process graphs

In this subsection we provide an axiomatisation of strongly bisimilar process graphs. The ax-

iomatisation is based on the graph-isomorphism axiomatisation given in the previous section.
However, it uses an additional "splitting" operation on process graphs, which is firstly intro-
duced.

By theorem 3.2 one may obtain an axiomatisation of the classes of strongly bisimilar pro-
cesses adding a new axiom corresponding to simulation via functions. As a starting form for
this intended axiom one may consider the following: for a function 0 : S S'

T o (Ido U 0) = (Ido U 0) o T' T T'

Which is the meaning of the composition here? One term T (Ido U 0) is correctly modelled
by T t. (Ido U 0). Since our model is c-free, in order to give meaning to the other term
(Ido U 0) o T' we have to define a new operation

0 P

which has to simulate the effect of the composition. The intuitive meaning of this operation is
that we have multiple incoming (-edges to an entry state. It may be modelled on the classes of

U

0

--)

11=

1

J

(Id/

44,

4 -4, -4.

cc
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PI 1) j P2 r (I)

a\ Y\d d a\ c /d
L>

\I c-4 -4
al a b

s t
a b

s 0 o t
f

where 0-104 = p2}, 0-1(q) = 0, 0-, (r) = r

Figure 8: Splitting

strongly bisimilar process graphs by splitting each entry together with its outgoing transitions
in order to have a copy for each incoming f-edge.

Operations (continuation):

11. Splitting input ports: I>

Let 0 : V -4 V be a function such that 0-1(x) is finite for all x.
Let P = E, f, ao) : 0 be such that S n (I)0-1 = 0.
Suppose I = . . . ,p} and = {0-1(pi)}, for i E [n].
Let Ei = {e E El ai(e) = pi}, for i E [n] and E' = E (Aria]
Then

P = (U7---1pr u ado, UriL1 E2 x I U E' , LT-1 pri I U
U7-119r1 aolE, u .9.10) -2!-* o

where for i E [n], pri (resp. pr) denotes the 1st (resp. the 2nd) projection of E, x I.
Effect: In the resulting graph there is a copy of an entry state p and of its outgoing edges
for each x E 0-1 (p). In particular, if 4r1(p) = 0 the effect is that p and its outgoing
edges are deleted.

An example is shown in Figure 8.

Note: This splitting operation may be easier defined using transition relations. Namely, if
T is the transition relation associated to P, then the transition relation associated to 0 C> P is
just the relational composite (014,-1(1) U Ids) 0 T.

The axioms for this new operation are given in Table 2. A comment related to axiom S Ri
may be useful. Let 0, l : V > V be two functions such that 0-1(x) and 0-1(x) are finite for
all x. For r E V denote by pri (resp. pr;) the 1st (resp. the 2nd) projection of 0-1(r) xi,b-1(r).
Finally, take 0' = Urev pri and = Urc pr;. These functions fullfill o = tri 0 01.

After these preliminaries, the axiom corresponding to simulation has a definite phrasing
and it is given in Table 3.

1) rc
a

0

al

{pi, I

t> 0

0-1 (I)

(b' 4

q1j

=

I

0-1

-5-a
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Table 2: Axioms for splitting

Sl.
S2.

4,> ai4
J_P =

if 0-1(p) 0 then o_i(p)a; else T,
if 0-1(p) 0 0 then rE4,-1(p)Ir else 0

S3. > 0 0

S4. 4'>Tq = T,
SA. 0 > (f g) = (0 > f) (0 > g)
SF. 0 > (1 1) = (01{p}u0-1(p)I > f )
S Ri . > (0 f) = 0' a (0' > f) where 41, 0' are functions such

that 0 o 0-1 = 01-1 o 0'
SR0. > (f = (0 > Pi> 0

Table 3: Axiom for simulation

SIM. f t> (Ido U 0) = (MI U 0) > f t =
for two processes f : U A OUA and fi:PuB-)01uB
and a function 0 : A -4 B (A disjoint of I u 0; B disjoint of I' u 0')

Theorem 3.3 The axioms of graph isomorphism (in Table 1), those for splitting (in Table 2)
and SIM are correct and complete for process graphs modulo strong bisimulation.

Proof: I ) Completeness: The axioms in Table 2 are sufficient to eliminate every splitting
operation. Hence, every expression constructed with atomic actions, constants and operations
of alternative composition, feedback, renaming entry states, renaming exit states, and splitting
input ports may be brought to a normal form. By Theorem 3.2 two normal form processes
are strongly bisimilar iff they may be connected by simulations via functions. Simulation is
axiomatized by the SIM rule, hence the axioms are complete.

2) Correctness: It is easy to see that the axioms for splitting are correct in the model of
process graphs modulo strong bisimulation. We show in detail that SIM is a sound axiom, too.

Suppose P : I L.1 A -÷ OUA, P'. I.UB 0 U B and a function : A B are
given such that

P > (IdoU "p (Id1U 0)D P'

for a relation pCSx S'.
Suppose T and T' are the transition relations corresponding to P and P', respectively. By

the above note, the transition relation corresponding to the right part is the relational composite
(Idj U U Ids,) oT'. From the definition of bisimulation we get

(i) (IdIUIdAU p)o (IdJU U Ids,)oT' C T o (Ido U U Ids) o (Ido U IdB U p) and

(ii) (14 1dA Up-1) o T o (Ido U U Ids) C (14 U U Ids,)oT' o (IdoU U 10-1)

We shall prove that P t2 <4 56Up l
Up to an isomorphism P 11 and P' t are the process graphs given by the transition

relations T C [I U (AU S)] x [0 U (AU S)] and T' C [I U(B U S')] x [0 U (B U S')]. (Notice

J.A.

= 0
0

=

0 4>

ii
/

0)

U

P

0

I'
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that the same transition relation occurs as for P (resp. P') but it used in a different context,
i.e. the states in A (resp. B) are considered internal states.)

One inclusion (Id1 U U p) o T' C T o (Ido U U p) directly follows from (i). For
the second one we use (ii). By a left composition with Id1 U U Ids and a right one with
Ido U 0-1 U Ids we get

(IdrUd'Up')oT o(IdoU0o0-tll Ids) C (Id1U0-1o0UIds,)0T' o(IdoU0-1UP-1)

Since 0 is a function, it obeys IdA C o0-1 and 0-1 0 C Idg, hence the proof is finished. 0

A general axiom of this type was introduced in [1] under the name of "functoriality ax-
iom". Arbitrary "morphisms" has been considered there, not functions only. Functoriality
axiom for particular classes of finite relations was widely used in various axiomatizations re-
lated to flowchart schemes (see [13], for example). The present SIM axiom is related to the
functoriality of finite functions. A weaker equational instance of the functoriality of functions
is the key axiom of iteration theories [11] and it has been used to get an axiomatisation of syn-
chronization trees in [12].

4 Final Remarks

We have presented a model of process graphs with multiple entries and exits. This model al-
lows for a smooth integration of looping and parallel operators. Axiomatisations for such pro-
cesses under graph isomorphism and strong bisimulation equivalences are given. An exten-
sion of this model is given in [3] where more operations and results may be found, for instance
axiomatisations results for parallel operators.

What we have achieved? The present model is a natural extension of the usual model of
single-entry/single-exit process graphs. While preserving the properties of the original model,
the present extension allows to model a natural looping operator (feedback) and adds more
expressivity.

On the other hand, this model fails to be a full model for the algebra of flownomials due
to the lack of identities (= empty transitions). We have adopted this restriction in view of the
subtle behaviour of the empty transitions when combining with parallel operators. Actually, in
the algebra of flownomials there is much more freedom in the sense that arbitrary semantical
theories may be taken as models for the connections between the atomic elements. A general
goal may be to get a similar freedom here, i.e. to get a unified theory which is parametrized by
the theory of connecting morphisms. In this view, the present paper contains the study of pro-
cess graphs in the simplest case, i.e. the connections are given by the empty constants 0, 1, T.
The construction of a unified theory of the process graphs connected via empty transitions, T

(silent) steps, or more complicated processes will require more effort.
A different approach to mixing process algebra and the algebra of flownomials has been

proposed in [7] in order to model synchPonous and asynchronous dataflow networks. In the
dataflow network setting the flownomials operators are used to describe the architecture of the
network. The resulting network algebra model preserves the core of the algebra of flownomi-
als, in particular it gives meaning to the identities via the dataflow semantics for wires. The
role of the process algebra operators is to give a detailed description of the activity of the cells,
as well as the wires.

qS q5

q5
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